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Mosley Seeks Improvement of Programs
Q. If you could change anything
that you did last year as director,
would you?
A. There is always room for improvement, 1 would like everything
to have been totally successful, and
I would like to improve our
programs and activities this year.
Q. As Director, how would you
studying domestic and international evaluate the minority student body
policy and a love for people. One as a whole?
A. Very goal-orientated and
day, he would like to own a small
business.
professionally, relatively
In a recent interview concerning sophisticated. Some are concerned,
his first year as Director of committed and willing to contribute
Minority Student Affairs, he exand others are talkers with no acpressed the following thoughts:
tion. They are very talented but
Q. How do you feel about your need to be more active in existing
first year as the Director of campus activities and organizations,
Minority Affairs?
or start their own.
A. Like a roller coaster ups and
Q. What are some of the prime
downs but generally things were goals you have for this year, and
positive and encouraging.
how do you plan to reach these
Q. What were some of the goals goals?
you set at the beginning of last year?
A. I want to implement successful
A. 1) learn more about the stuprograms from last year; get a betdent academic and non-academic ter sense of student needs so we can
needs; 2) become acquainted with respond to them; inspire students to
the students and enable the students get into other activities on campus;
to become better acquainted with and improve on career education
me; 3) organize and implement and placement in cooperation with
academic and non-academic that office.
Mr. Moseley showed the minority
programs and; 4) become acquainted with other administrative and student body last year and plans to
show them again this year that he is
academic personnel on campus.
Q. Do you feel the majority of a Director very interested in the stuyour goals were met by the close of dents and responsive to their needs,
the school year, 1977?
with a positive outlook for the
A. Definitely some more than future, he is definitely prepared for
others, but I was pleasantly sur- another year as Director of
prised by the progress we made Minority Student Affairs, with an
which culminated in the summer even better program than last
year.
orientation program.
by Doreen L. Cook

Monroe (Bud) Moseley is the
Director of Minority Student Affairs, and has been for the past year.
Born in Morristown, New Jersey,
Mr. Moseley studied at the University of Rhode Island where he majored in chemistry. His interests include social activity, athletics,

Bud Moseley ponders on better programming.

Black Reflections,
A Literary Success

by Lenez McGhee
After months of hard work, planning, deliberation, trials and errors,
the Black Studies literary commit-

finally has a taste of success. It
has published volume two of the
Literary Review, titled Black
Reflections.
The literary committee published
volume one of the Literary Review
in 1970. Several years lapsed between then and now due to reasons
ranging from severe monetary constraints to a lack of student commitment. Now, seven years later, Black
Studies has managed to “conjure
up” both money and student partee

ticipation.
The literary committee staff con-

sisted of faculty advisor Joceline
Gant and seven dedicated and willing students, some of whom have
graduated. The finished product
(Black Reflections) of this hard
working group is the result of their
insuperable dedication and
diligence.

Black Reflections is an im-

pressive intermixture of short
stories, poems, photographs, and

drawings. The photographs and
drawings compliment the writings in
a unique fashion, portraying their
themes.
This publication is an artistic
mode of expression. It is the expression of previously hidden talent existing within the Boston College

BLACK

REFLECTIONS

community among black students.
Black talent, despite the efforts, will
never cease to exist here at BC.
In accordance with the literary

committee’s opinion that children
are the backbone of the future,
Black Reflections is dedicated to
“the children”. This dedication is
intermittently woven throughout
much of the literature of the
publication. Some titles of entries
bearing this theme of “the children”
are accordingly, “To the Children”
(see CREATE), “Grow Mv Child
of Colore” (see CREATE), and
“A Boy’s Question”. Joceline Gant
states “Black Reflections is
dedicated to the children whose
youthful experiences of today will
be their reflections of tomorrow.”
In a recent interview with members of the literary committee, I

found their intention to be making a
publication of the Literary Review
an annual project. This, they say, is
contingent upon their financial
status. The publication of Black
Reflections, costing well over three

thousand dollars, has left the Black
Studies budget in “the red”. It in
fact the- financial barriers can be
overcome and of course if student
participation allows, we will be
reading volume three of the Literary
Review next year.

I found Black Reflections to be
an excellent compilation of
literature and would like to extend
to Joceline Gant and her staff my
appreciation and congratulations on
the completion of a publication
which was far overdue and well
done. Anyone having an interest in

obtaining one of these publications
may do so in the Black Studies

library.

An

expressive collection

ot black Art.

Refer to CREATE for a few
dynamic excerpts of Black Reflections.

Minority Summer
Orientation
by Diedra Lewis

This year, the Minority Student
Program summer orientation was
held July ninth through August
twentieth. The orientation program
encompassed various students from
many different backgrounds and
cultures. Among the forty-eight students who participated in the orientation were thirty-five Blacks, three

skating, the Riverside Amusement
Park and Newport Mansions in
Rhode Island. The class was also
fortunate enough to attend the
Commodors concert at the Music
Hall in Boston.
Student co-ordinator, Hubert
Strayhorn, along with his staff of

seven freshman assistants were
made available to students as both
Asian Americans, and ten Spanish friends and instructors.
students.
The orientation was successful for
Each of the forty-eight incoming both the staff and students. The
freshmen were responsible for tak- freshmen were able to get to know
ing three courses. Some course oftheir fellow classmates and many of
ferings included math, English, the upperclassmen. Even though the
English as a second language, freshmen had both work and classes
biology, and chemistry. Although daily, the summer proved to be an
no credit was given for enrollment enjoyable and prosperous exin these courses, the students had perience for all.
first hand experiences on what to expect from Boston College

professors.
The students attended classes on
a daily basis, but the weekends
proved to be more than just work.
In order to provide an enjoyable
experience as well as one of an
academic nature, weekend trips
were planned. Among those trips
were horse-back riding, roller
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Nigerian Woman Attends
by Tina Spurlock
A striking young lady you might
happen to pass on the campus of
Boston College as she whizzes to

and from classes is Miss Nene
Amachree. Her eyes are intrigent on
her personality. A constant smile
ever is present on her face.
Nene Oritshetemeyian Amachree
was born in Lagos, Nigeria, and has
been in the U.S. for three years. She
had lived in Nigeria for 14 years,
where, she completed education
through the 9th grade. Nene was
almost fifteen when she moved to
the United States. Her present
residence is San Francisco, California. In San Francisco, her mother
remarried. Her mother is a
businesswoman and her father is an
attorney. Nene is the third of five
children. Her favorite past-times are
music, modern dance, jazz dance,
tennis and meeting people.
Nene feels the African education
system is different. The education is
better because the teachers are better. She does find the U.S. more
progressive, but in Nigeria, there
are more luxuries that are more
easily retained by individuals, who
we would classify as lower to upper who participated in the summer
orientation program this past summiddle class.
Nene prefers the San Francisco
mer. When asked about her feelings
of this summer’s orientation she
atmosphere to the east coast atmosphere in San Francisco is more responded, “I thought the summer
open, although the pace is slower orientation program was good and
there isn’t as much racial prejudice it gave a preview of what college
in California as in Boston. Boston would be like. I would recommend
College is a good school, but Blacks the summer orientation program
need to integrate more and give because it is a big help!”
more input to school activities.
When asked about the major difNene would like to become active in ferences between the U.S. and
the Modern Dance Company and Nigeria she replied, “There are
other student activities such as givcustoms in Nigeria that I practice
ing tours, etc. “There is a need for
today because the lifestyle is slower.
the integration of more races.”
Nene was one of the 48 students
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Latins Unite
by Maria Roman

by the
elders of the village. In Nigeria you
are placed according to you
academic achievement and not
years. There are placement examinations which place the students
according to the percentage of those
passing the exam.” This accounts
for Nene being accepted into Boston
College at the age of 16.
Nene seems to have adjusted to
the U.S. and Boston College rather
well. If one’s success depends on intelligence, personality and charm,
Nene will be very successful.
The customs are organized

Union Latina, the latin alliance of
Boston College, had its first meeting
Thursday, September 22 at Campion Hall. Under the leadership of
Luis Martinez (Wisco), Danny
Vargas, Ines Steward, Jose Molina
and Gregory Arcevedo, whose pride
and concern resulted in the continuation of the organization, the
members, new and old, convened
with the objective of UNITY.
Union Latina’s purpose is to
make the latin community aware of
the supportive services available to
minority students (i.e. tutorial,
counseling), to assist in locating
economic resources and to stimulate
cultural interchange among each
other as well as among the BC community in general.
Some future activities in the planning include a fiesta, featuring latin
music, food, and drink, a possible
cultural festival, and various literary
meetings where the poetry, plays

Union Latina
The
Latin
Alliance
of
Boston College

and music of Latin American
authors will be brought to light. All
latin students are urged to show
their hispanic pride and in the common goal of unity, become involved.
We are a unique people and
together we must strive to be
recognized. The time is now!

Office
Space
by Daniel Vargas

In the last few years, members of
Union Latina have been strongly
concerned with its existence here at
Boston College. We are a group of
organized Latin students who wish
to share our experience with those
who are concerned. Anyone wishing
to share their ideas with us are encouraged to do so.
In becoming anew chapter, students are very concerned with the
issue ofoffice space. It is urgent that
to help
those individuals who
on this matter get involved in order
that we may work as a unit for our
cause.
For further information please
call Daniel Vargas or Maria Roman
(969-0100 extension 3358). We are
eagerly awaiting your call!

BALSA Members Hold Rally/
Display Concern in Bakke Case
Minorities
by Doreen L. Cook

First

Meeting
by Mayra Rodriguez
On Wednesday, September 14, at
7:30 p.m. the Minority student

program held its first formal
meeting of the year, in Devlin
Auditorium. Among the distinguished guests were Ms. Evelena
Higgenbottom, assistant director of
the Minority Admissions Committee; Ms. Shirley Jackson of the
History department; Henry
Blackwell of the English department; Dr. John Harrison, associate
dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences; John Riley of WZBC
radio; Mr. Phil Jackson, assistant
director for Financial Aid, and Mr.
Monroe Moseley, director of the
Minority Student Program. There
were also several students who
spoke out on various activities
namely Deborah Young, Kathy
Defrietas, Hubert Strayhorn, Terry
Gibel and Kim Wilson. They spoke
of initiating a choir, an upcoming
career expo, nominations for the
presidency of the Black Student
Forum (BSF) and an upcoming
fashion show, respectively.
Nominations for the presidency
of the Black Student Forum will be
taking place in the near future and
the elected president will select the
cabinet members of his choice. This
is anew policy that was adopted under the administration of Terrence
Givel. Prior to this administration,
all officers of the Black Student
Forum were elected.
After a busy and informative session, refreshments were served, old
acquaintances renewed, and new
ones begun.

Elvin- Nichols, a second year law
student at Boston College Law
School, and an active member of the
Black American Law Student
Association (8.A.L.5.A.) brought
to my attention the Bakke case.
Following are the facts:
Allen Bakke, a white male, applied for admission to the Medical
School of the University of California at Davis in the early 70’s. He
was denied admissions.

Supreme Court of the state subsided
iniavoc of Bakke. The University of
on the basis he had been denied adCalifornia appealed the state court
missions to the Medical School ruling to the Supreme Court of the
because of hiS race (reverse disUnited States which will now hear
crimination). Apparently, 16 arguments in mid-October.
The consequences of the Supreme
“slots” were set aside for the admissions of minority and disadvantaged Court decision will determine
students. Bakke alleges if it were not whether or not the Affirmative Acfor the 16 “slots”, he would have tion Program will continue to exist.
been admitted.
The Affirmative Action Plan
The case went through the State enables minorities, including
Courts of California where the women, to fully participate in emSubsequently, Bakke filed claim

against-the University of California

Expansions is Back
by Lenez McGhee
As you may well remember, last

year marked the birth of Expansions, a public affairs radio show.
Expansions is a combination talk
and music program designed to enP aance .listenership with the discus-

sion of timely and relevant issues af-

fecting minorities irt the greater
Boston area as well as in the Boston
College community.
Expansions will be aired on
WZBC FM (90.3) every Wednesday
and Friday evening from 7 pm until

7:30 pm. Hosting the show on Wednesdays will be Lisa Harris, a
second year communications major
here at BC. On Fridays the host will
be Luke Blaize, a talented and involved BC student. Luke was an instrumental figure in the development of the popular Black Studies
publication, Black Reflections.
The first broadcast of Expansions
this year was aired last Friday. Luke
opened his show with a brief introduction followed by a very informative news forecast. One news
item on which he reported, receiving
a lot of publicity at this time, is the
Bakke case. Accompanying Luke in
his discussion on this topic was
Doreen Cook, news editor of
Collage. Editor-in-Chief of Collage,
Lenez McGhee, joined Luke with
some comments on goals and directions for Collage this year, and at
the close of the program, Eric Duncanson, a member of the Black
Studies literary committee, read a
few selections of his own poetry
from Black Reflections.
The first broadcast of Expansions
proved to be both enlightening and
interesting as will those to come. If
you happened to miss the first show,
be sure to check out the ones that
will follow every Wednesday and
Friday.

ployment and education oppor-

tunities.
Naturally this case draws interest
to the B.A.L.S.A. members. Elvin
Nichols for one is very interested in
this case, and he would like to elicit
interest from us because its outcome
will determine the future for many
minorities. Without the Affirmative
Action Plan, many minorities, including women, may not reach their
assessed goals. It will be extremely
difficult to get good jobs and a good
education, not to mention the other
aids the Plan provides. The
B.A.L.S.A. members of the Boston
area are holding a rally on Monday,
October 3, 1977 at 1:00 p.m. in the
Boston City Hall Plaza. For futher
information, please contact the
B.A.L.S.A. office on ext. 4413

Delta
Sigma
Theta
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority (lota
Chapter), a public service organization of Black women matriculating
in the Boston area is sponsoring a
'Black College Night’. The sorority
has invited several representatives of
credible colleges to come and speak
in behalf of their institution to interested high school seniors. Black
College Night will take place Friday,
October 28, 1977 at Boston University’s Hayden Hall, from 7:00
10:00 p.m.
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Black Progress
We the Black People, never had it easy.
We're always gonna continue to be busy.
We have goals out hopes and dreams.
That’s why Black society must take action
about Black problems, so we can be heard
we shall scream.
Sisters-n-Brothers where Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
has stopped.
Leaving us good
We must carry on to reach further to make it to the top
on the rise,
African baby nation
strive.
You have been so abused but you too must continue to
well,
it
it,
use
get
education:
children!
And future
For the Black people living in this knotty world
With their difficulty it’s gonna be like hell
Social mobility to which it shall lead to success
Because of the people's dedication to
“Black Progress”
So what am I trying to say is Black Progress,
We must do everything to our very best.
We got to strive to catch and keep up with the rest.

Grow My Child
of Color
It is up to you my child,

the seeds of self-determination,
that will bear thefruits of progression.
Grow, My'Child of Color

to plant

I Have a Goal
I Have a Goal
to fight for unity, that in
unity, we may succeed.
I have a hope, that we,
as one. will over come

this oppression.

I have a wish, to be seen,
for what I am,
not for what I am not.
I have a dream, that my children
may live in pride,

without pain.
But when I think of those before me I wonder
"Do dreams come true?"
Maria Roman

Anthony E. Roberts

It is up to you my child,
to plant the seeds of freedom,
within the soils of America.
Harvest My Child of Darkness.

To The Children

It is up to you my child.

release the boat of discrimination
its dock and sail it down the river of equality.
Sail, My Child of Ebony Color,
in the winds ofpositivity.
Yet never swaying in a negative direction.
to

from

It is up to you my child
to grasp the kite of unity and
to fly it high, never releasing it.
Fly it high to unknown levels of

conciousness and awareness.
It is up to you My Child of Color.
Catherine Sanders

Colores
CREATE
Deep In

the soul of
colores
lives a stream of
strength
strength will keep us
alive
just like Brown and Black
Pride

Yesterday mommy and daddy cried and laughed
The day before nana and granddaddy did.
Today I did
And now it's your turn . .
• Yesterday ma and pa fell and got up
The day before grandma and grandpa did
Today I did
And now it's your turn . .
Yesterday mom and dad tried to
make a better world
The day before grandmom and granddad did
Today I did
Now it's your turn . . .
Yesterday mamma and pappa
celebrated a sunrise
The day before grandmammaand grandpappa did
Today I did
And when you succeed to shape a better world
It's your turn . . .
Then .
.

.

eyes
minds

striving to service
In a stream of

hate

¦

faith

wait
Just to say
Hey!

...

Love,
Big Sister

I’m alive
Daniel A. Vargas

*
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From The Editors Desk
and concerns. A critique sheet
in this, our first
issue to enable us to become acquainted with your concerns. You
will find it on page four. Please take
the time to fill it out and return it to
weren’t, we welcome you this year
the Minority Student Programs ofwith open arms!
fice in Gasson 105 or drop it in the
What is Collage? Collage is a stucampus mail. Your input is essendent newspaper serving as the
tial. Let your feelings be known,
Minority voice of Boston College. It readers!
only then can we provide you with
is
not
it
is
Collage
my
newspaper;
medium
of
news
in
that
is a unique
it is produced largely by and about ours. It is for this reason that I en- the paper of your pleasure.
Enjoy Collage, and look forward
minorities. Although we work with courage and urge you, the students
appretiation and in cooperation to get involved. My staff and I to the second issue in the near
would like to present you with the future.
with The Heights, we are an independant paper; The Heights and paper of your choice. In order for us
to do so, we must know your inCollage are not related.

Ihe College staff is pleased to
present you with our paper for the
second time around. Hopefully you
were a part of our readership in our
founding year (last year), but if you

Letters

Our goal is to serve as a unifying
bond among minorities by a means
of dispersing relevant and interesting news throughout the BC
community as well as other
neighboring college campuses. We
refuse to limit ourselves, to the BC
community or to minorities. We do
not discriminate and welcome all

From Students to Students

terest

has been included

Letters

reader’s forum
Dope and
Dogfood or

crimination issues of affirmative action), and on the grade and high
school level, the politics exemplified
in the Boston School System have
been a great concern to minority
students.
The African-American student
body of Boston College realizing itself an extension of the minority
communities across the nation has
been about the issue of “Grasping
the Future,” so to speak, with
by Wm. Calvin Anderson Jhofe
to utilizing our educational
respect
Talent
Black
On behalf of the
Program, classes of 1978 to 1980, I livelihood as an opportunity to build
would like to welcome the African- through learning. Keeping in mind
that the presence of minority stuAmerican class of 1981 to the university, and to the educational dents (in some instances, 10% of the
college communities) is the result of
metropolis of Boston.
to
many civil rights protests by our
minority
With pending threats
education across the nation on the communities in the sixties and
collegiate level (the reverse dis- received aid from HEW in Affir-

Realism

mative Action only eight

to ten

years ago. The

Boston College
African-American community, unique to the rest of the educational

communities of the country, has
historically met the needs of
minority students on campus, in the
local and regional communities, in
portiols of Latin America and
Africa, academically, financially
and culturally.
The educational environment of
the western hemisphere is committed to universal, free compulsory
education. The democraticideal being a liberal education for all, is a
means to use political power intelligently. Having for the first time
in history every possible representative of the society at large in an institution designed to cultivate the

minds of those that will enter the
mainstream of American life, has
indeed been a training ground for
developing our potential leaders.
Our involvement, academically and
administratively, on campus, has
allowed us to prepare effective
agents for political, economic and
social change throughout the nation. In these times when such
‘political intelligence’ prevalent in
the national policies make it difficult for even the universities to
determine societal trends, and
therefore adequate curriculums, the
student cannot afford to be at a

the heart of the times. The con-

scious level of the authentic student

implies that the extent to which all
students “organize” in study, social
and cultural events will determine
the success of the democratic
system. Conscious levels less than
that of a student entertain schools as
merely country clubs for kids during
hard times at home and at periods
of adolescent crisis’s. Failure to
assume responsibility is a means to
postpone a young person’s maturation rate and date during a time
when the whole universe is in need
of fresh insights.
The African-American comdisadvantage.
of Boston College has
student
cites
that
munity
The authentic
program of in- historically applied their academic
specialty,
his/her
struction, and a meaningful and pursuits to administrative skills in
‘human’ extra curriculum, can meet continued on page four
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continuedfrom page three
the areas of admissions, financial
aid, supportive services, housing, a
Senate and Advisory Committee,
Black Studies Program, library and
the Black Student Forum. Such involvement has been our traditional
way of suggesting to the nation a
credible means for utilizing
educational resources so long
withheld. To many aware of the performance of the African-American
student body of Boston College this
was perhaps too much of an undertaking too soon in our personal and
collective educaitonal histories.
However, the affirmative action
decisions of today suggest that our
educational livelihood will possibly
not even last another four years
(i.e., Defunis, Bakke). I am a
transfer student, having lost credit
to gain the Boston College experience. Having been a regular admissions interviewer and student
recruiter, former Chairman of the
Black Talent Program admissions
committee, and former president of
the Black Student Forum, I have
run faster than a locomotive, leaped
tall buildings in a single bound 1
now can’t wait to graduate.
My educational experience being

tail end of the spirit of 1968
reflects all students respecting
cultural individualization but ‘supporting’ the collective interest of
issues that endanger the educational
and economic future of the country.
at the

a time when history
has overlapped tradition with a
breath of fresh air in the American
educational environment. I am
proud to be a memberof the Boston
College community, a community
having dedicated itself to satisfying

We exist

BLACKNESS GONE?

y

at

Greetings

Brothers
and Sisters
Sisters,

Greetings Brothers and
For those of you who are not
familiar with Black Studies, let me
take this time to acquaint you with
the Boston College Black Studies
Program.
Black Studies is a student run
academic organization, working

with the goal of establishing a
liberal arts education from the
Black American, Caribbean, and
African perspectives. Presently, our
program sponsers ten courses, and
maintains a small library. However,
we lack one major component
STUDENT SUPPORT. The goal
of Black Studies, is expansion but
expansion takes time, effort, and
fresh ideas. Black Studies needsyour

the needs of the nation by combining education with first hand administrative experience. Most
programs of education evolving out
of the late sixties involved in queries
of reverse discrimination arej
perhaps best characterized by an article appearing in the Harvard
Educational Review in May, 1971,
by Ms. Anne Stein, “'Strategies of
Failure.”

We inherit that period in
American and universal life when
the young people used or at least
had available the quality of liberal
arts and the masculine and feminine
‘courage to realize’ serious intentions for the future of the nation and

themselves. Education is the primer

to mobility economically,politically
and socially. The personal appropriation of knowledge cannot be
a scholar’s social goal or he will, in
behavior, become an academic
pendant and therefore, imperfectly

educated.

society will accept your honors and
In the sixties, Leroi Jones (Amiri
forget the color of your skins.
Baraka) wrote:
Sure things have changed; but a
lot of blood, sweat, pride, and tears
went into bringing these changes
about that we are now enjoying.
Calling black people
I appeal to the black students of
Calling all black people, manBoston College as you reap what
has been sown by students who woman-child
fought to be admitted and once adWherever you are, calling you,
mitted staged an all or nothing war believed in themselves and their
with the Boston College administra- cause to be more than just a 10% urgent, come in
Black People, come in,
tion, demanding black courses to be quota at Boston College. Support
taught and equality in student afblack studies and black relevance in wherever you are, urgent
calling you, calling black
fairs on campus. The administration campus affairs. If black studies do
complied and met the demands but not have courses that appeal to you people
calling all black people, come
only after a series of student be constructive and take a readings
demonstrations staged by the stu-' and research under a black instruc- in, black people,
dents.
come on in.
tor. Do no let Black relevance at
Those days of black relevance on Boston College become a topic sofBoston College campus are gone.
tly spoken about and never seen on
The black programs that were the campus.
demanded so fervently are gone.
Black students have sought to fade
into the Boston College community
instead of stand out as a striving
that Boston College is enrolling two donkeys in October at the
black student body relevant to the
cost of $600.00
Boston College Community. Black
students today tend to seek other
that the surgeon general smokes
images and histories that do not
that beginning this year, birds will fly north for the winter
relate to the African heritage them
that the Boston College Eagles are becoming extinct
of the black students of the sixties.
that RRCWJ doesn't know the menaing of ‘There’s no place
Black courses are the least sought
after courses by black students. The
like home’
interest as the cause in black studies
that Washington D.C. produced the finest freshmen women
have shuffled out along with the stuthis year
dent of the sixties.
that no one wants to meet the candidates
This summer Boston faced a
to
that
sought
tense racial time as Blacks
Fenwick has been w hite washed
swim at Carson Beach. This should
that the Klu Klux Klan have organized on BC’s campus under
be a warning to all blacks, that their
an alias name; ‘The Dixes'
place is not secure. This of course
that BC’s meal plan is pointless
includes the Boston College student
that the Omega men are having a ball at Kix.
as well as black students across the*
nation. The struggle in this country
for equality is far from ending!
The Mini-Expo will be coining in
To the student of the Boston
December.
Further notice will be
College Community: be who you
posted later. For more info, contact
are, strive to achieve your goals, but
do not place your blackness behind
Cathy Defreitas or Eva Boyce in the
your degrees thinking the white
Career Planning & Placement Office
by Angela Price

Where has all the Blackness
gone? What has happened to the
Black Student Movement on
Boston College campus?
The late sixties and early seventies brought black students to
Boston College. These students

WouldY oußelie ve
...

...

Having nothing grounded, big or
strong enough in minority education
that will get somewhere on its own,
the Minority Program, the Black
Student Forum, Union Latina and
the Asian-American Association
need your participation. Hopefully,
your concern in these areas will
never become anxiety, that will interfere with your academic performance; or your detachment from
these extra-curriculars, will never
become indifference to the future of
minority education. The university
is to provide you with a means of
challenging fixed ideas practiced in
society to create equitable solutions
for ‘our’ future. I value my experiences for having saved time
dealing with nothing less than
reality.
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MINI EXPO IS COMING!

?

Critique Sheet
1. The section(s) in Collage needing most Improve
ment is(are);

The
Black Studies
LIBRARY
will be open on
MONDAY’S
from 12pm-10pm

TUESDAY’S

from 10am -6pm

2. If there were a section in Collage that I could dim*
inate 9 it would be;

WEDNESDAY’S

from 10am -6pm

THURSDAY’S

-

support,

from 10am-10pm
FRIDAY’S
from 10am -9pm

3. The section in Collage that I enjoy most is;

not only verbally i.e.,

“Yea, I’m down for Black Studies,”
but physically and mentally. Come
in and volunteer your help, offer
ideas, get involved!
Black Studies at Boston College
can be a platform for change in the
current system.

4. If I could

add a section to Colage9 it would be;_

We are now form-

ing a Black Studies Advisory Board,

which will be composed of Boston
College faculty, administration, and
students. This committee will work
in conjunction with the Black
Studies Committee in strengthening
the structure of the program, and
make recommendations to Boston
College for its improvement. For
this board we are seeking four students. The basic requirement:
DEDICATION to the continuation
of Black Studies on BC’s cartmus.
Please feel free to stop by and
discuss the issue with us. Thank
you.
Sincerely,
Julius A. Harper, Chairperson
Black Studies Committee

5. I would like to see more ‘hard news’ stories
in Collage.
yes

6.1 would like to see more feature stories in Collage.
no

7. Overall. I would rate Collage as
excellent

good

fair

COLLAGE!
COLLAGE!
COLLAGE!

editor-in-ehief
Lenez McGhee
managing editor
Daryl Logan
news editor
Doreen Cook
Alice McCrory
Mayra

Rodriguez

poor

\

staff

no

yes

(

it

-

photos
by Ted Porter

